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Lists and links to all TUM and MSNE modules (full text) → next page!
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Kindly use https://campus.tum.de (no login required):

First time visiting? Welcome to TUMonline!

Please log in using your TUM ID (e.g. "paulium") or TUM e-mail address and your password.

If you want to apply and do not have an account yet, please sign up:

Sign up
Sign up for an account (/applicant)

Further options
Redeem PIN code (Students)
Redeem PIN code (Employees)
Redeem Confirmation code

Forgot your password?
Reset password

Do you have any questions? Please have a look at our TUMonline Guides or Contact IT Support:

All applications →

Filter by application title

Degree Programs  Module Catalog  Courses  Exam Dates  People & Responsibilities

"Modules of the Organisation" (Default Tab) = List and links to all modules existing at TUM

Filtering for MSNE Context (= MSNE Mentors recommended at least once)
Use “Modules in SPOs” tab and edit in field “SPO-version” the keyword “neuro” and press <enter>

Existing modules may be in “paused” or “discontinued” status!
→ do a google search using the ID, e.g. “MAS342”, or use TUM Courses Catalogue, or visit webpages of TUM institutes, most have a dedicated “teaching” – section.
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